a service of Govolution

MASS TRANSIT

Fare Card Payments
Point-of-Sale Payments
Recurring Payments
Mobile Payments
Kiosk Payments
Self Service Account Management

a service of Govolution

MASS TRANSIT

Transit Rider Payments
Web & Phone Payments
Mobile Payments
Kiosk Payments
Recurring & Automatic Payments
Contactless Cards
Self-Service Account Management

Expanded Payment Options
Velocity for Mass Transit enables organizations to expand payment
options for their riders while reducing operating costs. Velocity provides a
full range of payment mechanisms including Point-of-Sale, Gateway, Web
and Over-the-Phone to streamline the revenue cycle. Payment data can
be seamlessly integrated into your existing systems to reduce manual
efforts & improve reconciliation. All Velocity products can process credit
card, branded debit card, and ACH/e-check transactions.

Simple and Flexible Integration
Velocity's payment solutions are designed to make it simple for you to
integrate your front and back end systems into a state-of-the-art payment
processing system. Velocity offers both single transaction and batch
processing options, giving you the flexibility to select the option that best
meets your needs. Velocity supports one-time payments. as well as
recurring and automatic payments. This gives you the ability to support
both casual riders and repeat riders looking to replenish their fare cards
automatically. Velocity will respond in real time with the results of each
transaction, allowing you to quickly update your systems.enabling your
riders to continue with their trip.

Compliant and Secure

Benefits
Expanded Payment Options
24-Hour Self-Service Account Access
Low Merchant Services & ACH Pricing
PCI and SSAE 16 Compliant
Increased Rider Satisfaction
Rapidly Deployable, Integrated Solution

Velocity for Mass Transit is fully compliant with the best practices of
both PCI and SSAE 16 Type II. Velocity takes data security very
seriously, ensuing that all transactions are fully encrypted and
processed in a secure manner. Wrth Velocity, we manage payment
processing so you can focus on transporting your riders to their
destination.
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